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TOP REASONS TO VISIT DENMARK

Because our capital - Copenhagen, is
the Safest City in the World 2021-
The Economist

Because everything is closer in
Denmark! It only takes 15 minutes
from Copenhagen airport to the city
centre.

Because we are Sustainable!
Copenhagen has the Worlds’ most
ambitious climate policies with a goal
of being the first carbon neutral
capital by 2025.

Because we have the World’s
Coolest Neighborhood 2021,
‘Nørrebro’ in Copenhagen. TimeOut
Magazine

Because we have the two best
restaurants in the World, voted by
the Michelin Guide! 

Because our Waterfront has been
named the cleanest in the World

Because we are one the Happiest
country in the World 😊



UNIQUE IDEAS FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT
Flying time from UK  /  1 hour  55 minutes

Time difference to UK  /  + 1 hour
Currency / Danish Krone

Sail like a Viking in exact replicas of the sunken Viking ships found in
the sea, visit a Viking village or enjoy Viking themed dinners and
shows in one of numerous venues - Sailing 12 pax, max 72 pax.
Dinner max 3500 pax 

Enjoy a reception in Christiansborg Castle; house of the Danish
Parliament (100 pax), or perhaps offer a spectacular dinner under
the chandeliers of the Old Stock Exchange building (350 pax)

Cook, drink, and eat like a Dane. Challenge yourself in making
Smørrebrød, cocktails, chocolate or cook out in the wild - unlimited 

Discover the Coolest neighborhood in the world- Nørrebro. Walk
along the greatest spots of the district, take part on a graffiti
workshop followed by beer tasting in a local brewery. Finish the cool
experience by having a creative photo moment and a drone group
picture by an Instagram world famous spot- Max 23 per group

Enjoy a special Hamlet play performed by actors while dining in
Hamlet's castle. The 1420 castle is still used by the Royal Danish
Court for parties - max 1000 pax

Experience Urban farming with your own hands! Oyster opening
workshop by the sea farm located in the heart of the city taste
urban honey by the beehives on a rooftop, and visit an urban garden
where you will harvest and cook your lunch- Max 20 per group

Be active - Try kayaking or standup paddle surf in the beautiful
canals, ski on top of a power plant, biking like the Danes, or learn
about the architecture while you grind onMeMovers (Danish
vehicles) or by Segway - unlimited

Sightseeing from a different angle sail on a schooner. Enjoy lunch on
board, & entertainment or be more active in a competitive game
which will be tailor made for your group - max 30 pax per group.

Enjoy a majestic horse carriage ride in the Deer Park (UNESCO
listed) (100 pax), or sail to an island by RIB boats and beat your
colleagues in logic challenges, whilst enjoying the wonderful scenery
from the water on your way – Max 60 per group



COSTS

This includes: 2 nights in a 4 star hotel on BB basis (single
occupancy), arrival and departure transfers with meet and
greet, 2 half day sightseeing with lunch and 2 dinners.

TWO DAY INCENTIVE BASED ON A MINIMUM OF 20 PAX

From €670.00 per person

CONFERENCE TRIP BASED ON A MINIMUM OF 20 PAX:

From €470.00 per person per day

This includes: Overnight stay in a 4 star hotel on a BB basis
(single occupancy), arrival and departure transfers with
meet and greet, Daily Delegate Rate, plus rental of main
meeting room.

Please note that these are sample rates which are all subject to change upon request


